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Abstract: Data hiding refers to the nearly invisible embedding of information within various host data
sets and one of them is by using still images. It. is a highly multidisciplinary field that combines image
and signal processing with cryptography, communication theory, coding theory, signal compression,
and the theory of visual perception. There are a number of ways exist to hid{ information in still
images. Common approClches include least signifIcant bit insertion, masking and filtering, algorithm
and transformations, and spread spectmm techniques. Each of thes teclmiques can be applied, with
varying degrees of success, to different image files formats. The data hiding process of each method
will be discussed in this paper and the comparison tables that. show the suitability of different image
file types with the recent data hiding methods according to some parameters also will be provided. This
paper also will discuss about the challenges in implementing data hiding in still images.
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INTRODUCTION

With U1e development of Internet technologies, multimedia applications have been widely used and can
be transmitted conveniently over the networks. Therefore, how to protect secret data during
transmission becomes an impOltant issue. One of the possible solutions to cater tlus problem is by
hiding it first before implementing the transnUssion.

This method is usually known as Data Hiding which refers to th.e nearly invisible embedding of
information within various host data sets and one of them is by using still images. It is a highly
multidisciplinary field tJlat combines image and signal processing with cryptography, communication
theory, coding theOly, signal compression, and the theory of visual perception Data hiding can be
classified into a number of application areas but most important sob-disciplines of data hiding are
steganography and copyright marking which is closely related with watermarking [4]

To a computer, still image is an array of values that represent light intensitie~ of three colors Red,
Green, and Blue (RGB), where a value for each three colours describes a pixel (F.l. Neil, l. Sushil,
1998). There are several still image file types that usually being used for data hiding such as Bitmap,
GIF, TIFF, and JPEG.

Besides data hiding in still images, data also can be hidden in other forms of media such as moving
images, audio files, text files and file systems. But most of the researches on data hiding are focused on
still images. This is due to the facts that still images are one of the most frequently exchanged on the
Internet, and the methods for information hiding in them are qnite mature. Beside:; iliat, an advantage in
using still images for data hiding is that they represent a noncausal medillm, since it is possible to
access any pixel of the image at random 19].

Further on tlus paper will discuss about image file types that usually used for data hiding, techniques of
data hiding which will be focusing on steganography and watermarking, and the discussion and
challenges in data hiding.
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